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			   	101,267

			   	

			

			
			   	
			   	27,872,126

			   	World Rank

			

		

			Domain	http://www.pdf-edelivery.com
	Daily visits	14
	Daily pages views	45
	Estimated value	€323 *
	Income per visitor	€3.47
	Incoming links	5


			Keyphrases
	-


  			Rank in Countries


  		
  			g+
  			twitter
  			facebook
  		

  		
  		Web Traffic
	
  			Statistics History 3 Months Average
	World Rank	27872126	+1089800
	    			
	Monthly Visitors	330	-3.91%
	    			
	Monthly Visitors Rank	28,783,702	+1125443
					
	Monthly Pageviews	1,350	-3%
					
	Monthly Pageviews Rank	41,295,567	
					+1238867


	Pageviews Per Visitor	4.08	-



  		Context

  			Headlines for www.pdf-edelivery.com
	Sign Up, Login, Start now, Sign up
	
	The domain has been registered 16 years 10 months 28 days ago.


		
  			Related Websites

  			
  		
Links

			Outgoing Links
	sanscode.com.au	
	330 guests visit the website monthly, each of them views about 4.08 pages.

Web Server

		
			Data Center Information
	
Merck and Co.

AS16509 Amazon.com, Inc.

Dublin

Dublin City

Ireland

53.344, -6.2672


	



	Web server load time is 0.36 seconds.


		
			Its nameservers are ns1.zonomi.com (74.50.54.250), ns2.zonomi.com (94.76.200.250), ns3.zonomi.com (103.6.213.250), ns4.zonomi.com (66.199.224.250). Its IP number is 54.217.240.5
	IP:	54.217.240.5
	Server type:	nginx/1.2.1
	Charset:	UTF-8


			PING www.pdf-edelivery.com (54.217.240.5) The package size is 37 bytes.
	37 bytes for 54.217.240.5: seq_num=1 TTL=68	23.7 ms
	37 bytes for 54.217.240.5: seq_num=2 TTL=68	24.9 ms
	37 bytes for 54.217.240.5: seq_num=3 TTL=68	23.6 ms
	  
	 --- www.pdf-edelivery.com ping results --- 
	 4 queries proceeded, 4 packets received, 0 lost (0% loss)
	An average ping to the server is 18.1 ms, and the page load time is 0.36 seconds.


			Web Server Configuration
	Content Length:	184
	Content Type:	text/html
	Date:	Sun, 15 Feb 2015 02:50:49 GMT
	Web Server:	nginx/1.2.1
	X Powered By:	PHP/5.4.6-1ubuntu1.1
	P3P:	-
	Cookies:	-
	Vary:	-
	ETag:	-
	MD5 Content:	-
	Public Key Pins:	-


		
		The data is estimated*
  		
Data modified: 20.03.2015 23:29:42
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